
Mars Imaging Project 
Brief Background Information 

 
 
All science begins with a question.  That is the foundation of this activity.  The beginnings of the 
scientific method stem from questions we create based on our curiosity about something.  Students and 
scientists alike have questions about Mars they want to answer.  As you go through the process of science, 
it is important to: 
 

• Evaluate questions making sure you have an appropriate tool to answer that question 
• Realize that science is most often conducted in small bits and pieces which contributes to a 

greater understanding about a topic 
 
There are many images available of Mars.  Over the past 30 years, NASA has sent landers, rovers and 
orbiters to image the surface of Mars.  This activity will focus on images that have been taken from orbit.  
The Mars Odyssey spacecraft has been orbiting Mars since 2001.  One of the tools it uses to take images 
of Mars is the Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS).  THEMIS has taken thousands of images of 
Mars that are available on the Internet (http://themis.asu.edu).  
 

THEMIS is a two-in-one camera: 
• Visible Imaging System: 

o Shows the morphology or shape of the surface 
• Infrared Imaging System: 

o Shows the temperature of the surface (daytime and nighttime) 
o Can tell us about what the materials on the surface are made of 
o Daytime infrared images also show the morphology or shape of the 

surface 
 
As you gather observations, you may examine visible or infrared images, focusing on the shapes of the 
surface features you see.   
 
All science begins with a question and continues with hypothesis development and designing an 
experiment of how to answer that question and test your hypotheses.  Towards the end of the activity, you 
will be asked to think about testable hypotheses and to begin thinking of a plan (experiment design) to 
answer your refined science question.  This activity by no means takes you through the entire scientific 
method – although it begins as all science does – with a question.   
 
 
TEAM NAME:  _________________________________________ 
 
Team Member Names:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number of THEMIS Images to be taken (either 1 per family or 1 per staff member): _______ 



Mars Imaging Project - Part I 
 

Name(s) _______________________________________ 
 

Date __________________________________________ 
 
 

Establishing a Research Topic 
 
1.  Within your group, brainstorm 4 general topics that can be studied about Mars: 
 

_________________________________  _________________________________ 
 

_________________________________  _________________________________ 
 
 

2.  List the topic your group will research:  _________________________________ 
 

 
Brainstorming Questions 

 
List five questions you are curious about based on your topic and how it may relate to Mars: 
 
Question 1:  _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Question 2:  _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Question 3:  _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Question 4:  _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Question 5:  _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 



      Mars Imaging Project - Part II 
 

Name  __________________________________________ 
 

Date __________________________________________ 
 

   

Making Observations of THEMIS Images 
 

There are many images available of Mars.  Over the past 30 years, NASA has sent landers, rovers and 
orbiters to image the surface of Mars.  This activity will focus on images that have been taken from orbit.  
The Mars Odyssey spacecraft has been orbiting Mars since 2001.  One of the tools it uses to take images 
of Mars is the Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS).  These images of Mars show great detail of 
many of the geologic features seen on the surface of Mars from orbit.   In this exercise, you will look at 
THEMIS images and log specific information about each image you observe.    Here’s what to do: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Go to the http://themis.asu.edu/topic 
website: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Click on the topic your group has been assigned:      For Example:   
 
 

 
 

3. Click on any of the thumbnails to see a 
THEMIS image of Mars related to your topic. 

 
 
 

                   Each of the small squares is a thumbnail.   
              

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

 



 Mars Imaging Project - Part II  (cont’d) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Once you click on a thumbnail a new  

            window will open showing you a THEMIS             
            image.  You can get an enlarged view of the  
            image by clicking on the image. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

4. Log the information on the observation table.  Make observations of a minimum of 4 images.  The 
information you will fill in is: 

a. Name of Feature(s) Observed:  Name the specific surface/geologic features you can see in 
each image.  For some images you may be able to identify more than 1 surface feature.  If 
you find the same surface feature in multiple images, be sure to include that same feature 
in your table multiple times.  This will help you remember how a particular feature looks 
the same (or different) in multiple images – very valuable information!  To help you 
correctly name features, use the Feature Identification Charts. 

b. Sketch the Feature(s):  Make a sketch or drawing of each feature you observed 
c. Description of Feature(s):  Write down a description of each feature you see and include 

any information you find especially interesting about the feature. 
 

 
Here’s an example of how you can fill out the table: 

 
Name of Feature(s) 

Observed 
Sketch of Feature(s) 

Observed 
Description of Feature(s) 

Observed 
 
 
 

Channel with craters 
 

 
 

 
-Channel does not seem very   
 wide 
-Channel branches off in places 
-Small craters both on the  
 outside and inside of channel 

 
 

channel 

craters 



      Mars Imaging Project - Part II 
      Making Observations of THEMIS Images 

 

Name of Feature(s) 
Observed 

Sketch of Feature(s) 
Observed 

Description of Feature(s) 
Observed 

   

   

   

   



    Mars Imaging Project - Part II   
      Making Observations of THEMIS Images 

 

Name of Feature(s) 
Observed 

Sketch of Feature(s) 
Observed 

Description of Feature(s) 
Observed 

   

   

   

   



 Mars Imaging Project - Part III 
 

Name(s) _______________________________________ 
 

Date __________________________________________ 
 

   
Question Development – Refining Questions 

 
1.  After making your observations of the different surface features, you should now have a better idea of 
what types of questions can be answered using a THEMIS image. Keep in mind that ALL questions are 
good questions!  Anything you are curious about is a valid question!  For any science experiment, 
however, your question should be answerable by using the tools you have available.   
 
Look back at your original 5 questions from Part I.   For each of your questions, evaluate if images from 
the THEMIS visible camera are the correct tool to help you answer your original questions.  
 

Question 1:    Yes  No  Not Sure 
 

Question 2:    Yes  No  Not Sure 
 

Question 3:    Yes  No  Not Sure 
 

Question 4:    Yes  No  Not Sure 
 

Question 5:    Yes  No  Not Sure 
 
2.  Now that you have a better idea as to what you can see in THEMIS images, create 3 new questions that 
focus on specific features you can see or observe.  Two important points to think about when creating 
your refined questions are: 
 

a.  Focus on Identified Surface Features:  Look at your THEMIS Observation sheet.  Choose a 
feature you were able to identify in one or more THEMIS images as the focus of your question. 
 
b.  Key Question Words:  Here are some suggested key words/phrases you may consider using: 

• Is there a relationship between ___________________ and ___________________? 
• What is the size range of _______________________________________________? 
• Where do ____________________ occur on or around _______________________? 

 
Question 1:  _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Question 2:  _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Question 3:  _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 



     Mars Imaging Project - Part IV 
 

Name(s) _______________________________________ 
 

Date __________________________________________ 
 

   
Experiment Design and Hypothesis Development 

 
For this exercise you will focus on one particular question that you refined in the last exercise.  You will 
create a plan (an experiment design) of how you would go about answering that question using THEMIS 
images.  Additionally, you will develop a set of working hypotheses (possible answers to your question) 
and consider how you would go about testing those hypotheses. 
 
Science Question:____________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
1.  What specific feature(s) do you need to have in a THEMIS image to answer this question? 
 
 
 
 
2.  What regions of Mars would you go to in order to find images that would help you answer this 
question?  (You can either name regions or Mars or describe what type of regions you would look for.)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.  How many images of Mars do you think would be necessary to realistically and sufficiently answer 
your question? 
 

1  5 - 10   20 - 40          60 - 80  100+ 
 
Please explain: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
4.  Do you need to make any measurements to answer your question?  If yes, what measurements need to 
be made? 
 
 
 
 



Mars Imaging Project - Part IV (cont’d) 
 
 

 
5.  Based on your current observations, list three possible outcomes to the answer to your question? 
(These will become your 3 working hypotheses.) 
 

A.   
 
 
B. 
 
 
C. 

 
 
6.  If you were to test your hypotheses with data gathered in questions #1 – 4 in this section, is that 
enough?  If yes, please explain.  If no, what other information might you need to obtain to better test your 
hypotheses and answer your science question?   
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
  

     Mars Imaging Project - Part V 
 

Name(s) _______________________________________ 
 

Date __________________________________________ 
 

   
Experiment Design – Refining Your Experiment 

 
1.  Describe, in as much detail as possible, the step-by-step plan of how you would go about testing these 
working hypotheses?  To do this, think about specific information (including details from the previous 
questions) you would need to record from each image you observe, and what steps you would take to 
obtain data that would help you test these hypotheses.  It is important to think about why each step would 
be important in your process.   
 
Here’s how you may consider starting your list of steps: 

1. First I would go to the http://themis.asu.edu topic page website to find images I could make 
observations of that pertain to my question and hypotheses.  For my project I would look at 
images relating to ________________________ (list what topic/feature you are focusing on). 

 
2. For each image I observe, I would write down the Image Identification number (the V#) so 

that I (or other scientists) could reexamine those images at any time.   
 

3. For each image I observe, I would also write down whether it had the specific feature/s in the 
image that I am looking for.  Even if the image does not have the feature that I am looking for, 
that still would be valuable data.  The specific feature/s I would be looking for are:  
___________________________________________________ (list the specific geologic 
features you are looking for). 

 
4. Next I would record the latitude/longitude of each image to look for any patterns in the 

observations I make and also to be able to plot that information on a map.   
 
Continue this list or start a new list that describes how you would go about gathering data to test your 
hypotheses and help answer your question. (Use additional paper if necessary.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. How will conducting each step of your test ensure that you have a complete and unbiased data set? 
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������T�U�R�����I�����N�T�I���I�C���T�I�O�N���C�H���R�T��
Features�Often�Associated�with�Craters�
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Crater�

Crater�
Classifications:�

�
Preserved�
Modified���

Destroyed�

Rampart�Crater�

-Have�a�special�ejecta�called���
��lobate�
-Lobate�ejecta�looks�like���
��it�flowed�away��from�the��
��crater�(as�if�you�dropped�a��
��ball�into�mud)�
-Are�associated�with�liquid��
�water�or�ice�being�below��
�the�surface�at�impact�����

�

Gullies�

�

�

�

  

-Formed�by�meteorites���
�striking�the�surface�
-Circular�in�shape��
-Have�a�rim,�floor,�and�walls�
-Some�have�central�peaks��
-Material�can�slump�down�to���
��the�bottom�of�the�crater����

�

�

P�����v�d�C������:�
�-Near�perfect�craters����
�-Raised�rims;�look�new��
M�d����d�C������:�
�-Older�craters�
�-Changed�by�erosion�or���
���other�impacts���
������y�d�C������:��
�-Very�old�
�-Look�very�worn�away�

-Often�found�on�crater��
��walls�or�other�slopes�
-Appear� to�be�very�young�
-Possibly�associated�with:������
��1.��Past�liquid�water�� �
��2.��Areas�once�covered��
�������with�snow���

����
�

Preserved� Modified� Destroyed�

Lobate�
Ejecta�

Rim� Floor�

Wall� Central�
Peak�

Slumps�
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������T�U�R�����I�����N�T�I���I�C���T�I�O�N���C�H���R�T��
Features�Often�Associated�with�Volcanoes�
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Caldera�

-A�circular�depression��
�generally�at�the�summit�of��
�a�volcano��
-Considered�a�collapsed��
�feature�(magma�comes�up��
�through�a�chamber�and��
�once�the�chamber�is��
�empty,�collapse�can�occur)�
-Sometimes�called�a��
�central�vent��

Lava�Flows�

-Look�similar�to�channels��
-Lava�once�flowed�under��
�ground�through�a��
�“tunnel”�and�once�the��
�tunnel�is�empty�these��
�features�often�collapse�
-Some�aren’t�completely��
�collapsed�and�look�like�a��
�chain�of�small�craters�

Fissures�

-Cracks�that�are�found��
�sometimes�on�the�sides��
�of�volcanoes�
-Lava�flows�can�be�seen��
�trailing�away�from�these��
�cracks,�indicating�a��
�fissure�eruption�����
����
�

�

Collapsed�Lava�
Tubes�

�

�

�

  

-Formed�by�the�eruption��
�and�flow�of�lava�from�a��
�volcano�
-Flows�can�look�"wavy"�or��
�“fingery”�
-You�can�often�identify��
�multiple�lava�flows�in�an��
�image�

-Flows�are�raised�features�
�
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������T�U�R�����I�����N�T�I���I�C���T�I�O�N���C�H���R�T��
Features�Often�Associated�with�Water-Related�(Fluvial)�Processes�
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Channels�

Streamlined��
Islands�

-Often�found�at�the�head��
�or�start�of�large�channels�
-Thought�to�be�areas��
�where�water�burst��
�out�from�the�ground��
�causing�a�chaotic��
�collapse�of�the�surface�
-Can�look�like�jumbled���
�terrain�

Valley�Networks�

-Small�channels�
-Generally�formed�by��
�flow�of�water�in�the�past�

-May�have�numerous��
�branches�that�start�small��
�and�feed�into�larger��
�branches��

�

Chaotic�Terrain�

�

�

�

  

-Large�channels�are����
�thought�to�have�formed��
�by�a�catastrophic�flow�of��
�water�
-Seem�to�form�curvy��
�“river-like”�features�
-May�have�streamlined��
�islands�

-Thought�to�be�associated��
�with�the�past�flow�of��
�water�around�a�feature,���
�such�as�a�crater�
-Often�found�in�large��
�channels�where�large��
�amounts�of�water�flowed�
-Indicate�flow�direction�
-Also�called�teardrop��
�islands�

Streamlined��
Islands�

Flow�
direction�
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������T�U�R�����I�����N�T�I���I�C���T�I�O�N���C�H���R�T��
Features�Often�Associated�with�Wind-Related�(Aeolian)�Processes�
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Sand�Dunes�

Wind�Streaks�

-Formed�by�sand-sized���
�particles�being�blown���
�against�a�surface��
�wearing�it�away�
-Have�a�uniform�direction�
-Are�linear�features�
-Found�on�surfaces�that��
�erode�easily�

Dust�Devil�Tracks�

�

Yardangs�

�

�

�

  

-Can�be�light�or�dark�
-Are�often�seen�behind��
�craters�
-Can�give�you�an�idea�of��
�wind�direction�������
�

-Can�form�in�many�areas�
-Often�seen�in�the�bottom��
�of�craters�or�channels��
-Generally�darker�than��
�the�surrounding�terrain��
-Can�range�in�size�and��
�shape�
-Look�like�ripples�of���
�material��

-Left�by�dust�devils��
�(mini-tornadoes)�moving��
�through�an�area�
-Dust�devils�pick�up�dust��
�uncovering�the�darker��
�surface�underneath�
-Darker�tracks�are�newer�
-Lighter�tracks�tend�to�be���
�older,�as�they�could�have��
�been�recovered�by�some���
�dust�

Bright�surface:��covered�with�dust�
Dark�dust�devil�track:��dust�has�been�removed��

Surface�covered�
with�dust�

Surfa
ce�cleared�of�dust,�w

ith
�

dark�ro
ck�being�exposed�
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